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I. Introduction

Mass torts are different from normal torts. The sheer number of cases—the quantitative difference—inevitably leads to qualitative differences. The fundamental reasons for this qualitative shift can best be understood by examining the delicate tension among the policies underlying both substantive tort law and civil procedure.

There is a consensus that tort law supports both efficiency and corrective justice policies: compensation, deterrence, punishment, fairness, efficiency. These policies do not always dictate the same outcome in any given case, and the resulting tension among them creates the source of much of our tort law jurisprudence. Should we, for example, require the manufacturer of a life-saving drug to warn of the risk of a small number of adverse reactions when the effect of such a warning will be to deter large numbers of people from using the drug and to create a net loss of life? Efficiency and fairness goals are in conflict in this situation, and the just solution is unclear.

There is also a consensus that our standardized rules of civil procedure are driven by multiple policies: efficiency, fairness, and behavioral concerns. These policy goals are also not necessarily consistent in providing us with answers. In the area of discovery, for example, there is a constant tension among efficiency, fairness, and behavioral interests in the use or limitation of interrogatories, depositions, and motions to produce. The recent debate over Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(a)(1)(A) is an apt illustration.
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2. For a discussion of these values in the mass tort context, see Francis E. McGovern, Toward a Functional Approach for Managing Complex Litigation, 53 U. CHI. L. REV. 440 (1986).

When confronted by mass torts, many judges perceive an alluring commonality among cases that may lead them to make a critical shift in the balance of policies underlying tort law and civil procedure.\textsuperscript{4} Faced with seemingly repetitive trials and an unending queue of mass tort plaintiffs, some judges have decided that efficiency concerns call for a more collective rather than individual treatment of claims.\textsuperscript{5} More importantly, many of these same judges believe that fairness concerns—making sure that each individual receives some compensation in a reasonable period of time—also lead to a more collective approach.\textsuperscript{6} Thus, the balance of policies—between efficiency and corrective justice—shifts in the context of mass torts and leads to more nontraditional aggregative solutions to mass tort issues.

This shift, however, creates a Catch-22 that has not become obvious until recently: The more successful judges become at dealing “fairly and efficiently” with mass torts, the more and larger the mass tort filings become. The creation of devices that speed the resolution of the case in front of the court also encourages more traditionally successful plaintiffs, more traditionally unsuccessful plaintiffs, and more plaintiffs who traditionally did not enter the tort system at all to take advantage of the new techniques. First, if a court creates substantive tort law that is applicable more generically—general causation, general exposure, market share liability, cancerphobia—more plaintiffs will be able to bring suit. Second, if a court develops more collective procedures—consolidations, common issue trials, extrapolation, class actions—more plaintiffs will be able to bring suit.

The purpose of this Paper is to describe these complexities in a nonnormative manner as possible, not extolling nor condemning mass torts or the procedures used to resolve them, but attempting to explain the dynamics of this new phenomenon.

\textsuperscript{4} For an older discussion of this trend, see Francis E. McGovern, Management of Multiparty Toxic Tort Litigation: Case Law and Trends Affecting Case Management, 19 Forum 1, 5-9 (1983).

\textsuperscript{5} See Cimino v. Raymark Indus., Inc., 751 F. Supp. 649 (E.D. Tex. 1990) (justifying the court’s asbestos litigation plan to expand the use of formal aggregative procedures in order to ensure court access for all plaintiffs within a reasonable period of time), appeal filed, No. 93-4452 (5th Cir. May 3, 1993).

\textsuperscript{6} \textit{E.g.}, Jack B. Weinstein, Individual Justice in Mass Tort Litigation: The Effect of Class Actions, Consolidations, and Other Multiparty Devices 11 (1995) (describing the actions taken in the Agent Orange settlement to assist claimants in obtaining compensation quickly).
A. From One Perspective, Most Torts Are Mass Torts

From the perspective of tort law's instrumentalist goal to promote compensation, most torts could be categorized as mass torts. For example, medical malpractice can be considered a mass tort because doctors engage in risk-creating activities that injure large numbers of plaintiffs. The same could be said for insurance bad faith claims or automobile accident cases.

Our common use of the term "mass torts," however, is both more inclusive and less inclusive than this instrumentalist compensation view. The common usage of mass torts is more inclusive because a significantly higher percentage of potential plaintiffs involved in a given mass tort actually brings suit or files a claim than in normal torts. In most instances in which tortious activity causes harm, between ten percent and twenty percent of the potential plaintiffs actually file suit. In mass torts, however, an estimated one hundred percent to two hundred percent of the potential plaintiffs seek recovery for their damages. Thus, one
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8. Deborah Hensler et al., Compensation for Accidental Injuries in the United States 110 (1991). For the other most frequently cited studies of claiming rates, see Alfred P. Conard et al., Automobile Accident Costs and Payments: Studies in the Economics of Injury Reparation 262-96 (1964) (outlining attitudes and opinions of plaintiffs and potential plaintiffs toward filing lawsuits); Patricia M. Danzon, Medical Malpractice: Theory, Evidence, and Public Policy 60 (1985) (noting that medical malpractice claims peaked in 1975 at one claim for every eight physicians); Harvard Medical Practice Study, Patients, Doctors and Lawyers: Medical Injury, Malpractice Litigation and Patient Compensation in New York, 7-1 to 7-35 (1990) (analyzing the potential plaintiffs that filed medical malpractice claims); Roger B. Huntino & Gloria S. Neuwirth, Who Sues in New York City? A Study of Automobile Accident Claims 5-8 (1962) (finding that 87% of individuals involved in automobile accidents attempted to recover damages); Hazel Glenn, Who Claims Compensation: Factors Associated with Claiming and Obtaining Damages, in Compensation and Support for Illness and Injury 45-65 (Donald Harris et al. eds., 1984) (reporting the results of a study that showed only 12% of injured individuals obtained compensation through the legal system); Richard E. Miller & Austin Sarat, Grievances, Claims and Disputes: Assessing the Adversary Culture, 15 Law & Soc. Rev. 525, 544-45 (1980-81) (reporting the results of an empirical study that showed that only 3.8% of people with tort grievances actually filed suit).

fundamental difference between ordinary torts and mass torts is the percentage of potential claims that are filed, typically over a short period of time in a limited number of locales, thereby creating obvious externalities for the judicial system.

On the other hand, the common usage of mass torts is also less inclusive than the instrumentalist compensation view of tort law because this usage of mass torts envisions a high level of commonality among similarly situated torts—the number of claims may be great, but the variation among those claims and the number of parties involved are not. Thus, medical malpractice claims come in all shapes and varieties, but Dalkon Shield cases look alluringly similar. It is, indeed, this allure of commonality that generates perceived opportunities, and their concomitant pitfalls, for the judicial system.

B. From Other Perspectives, No Torts Are Mass Torts

If tort law functions to further the instrumentalist goal of specific deterrence and to achieve various forms of corrective justice, no torts are mass torts. Under this perspective, the concept of mass torts is either irrelevant or unhelpful. The instrumentalist goal of tort law is to deter specific defendants from engaging in unacceptably risky activity and to remedy their wrongs by providing an individualized treatment for each plaintiff, thereby ensuring that the case resolution process provides dignity, autonomy, and empowerment. It is necessary, therefore, to identify and prove for each plaintiff and each defendant the precise tort that was committed and the precise remedy that is appropriate. To consolidate multiple defendants with variable culpability into the same case is just as counter-productive as joining multiple plaintiffs with different injuries. Instrumentalism rejects aggregative litigation; to consolidate cases for common treatment is to ignore tort law's fundamental tenet that defendants
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10. See Deborah R. Hensler & Mark A. Peterson, Understanding Mass Personal Injury Litigation: A Socio-Legal Analysis, 59 Brook. L. Rev. 961, 965-66 (1993) (noting that mass torts involve a large number of plaintiffs represented by a small number of law firms with litigation concentrated in a few jurisdictions).

11. In this regard, note the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation's evolved analysis of the commonality requirement in asbestos litigation. Compare In re Asbestos & Asbestos Insulation Material Prods. Liab. Litig., 431 F. Supp. 906, 910 (J.P.M.L. 1977) (holding that the only common questions of fact in these cases related to the scientific and medical knowledge of the risk of exposure to asbestos) with In re Asbestos Prods. Liab. Litig. (No. VI), 771 F. Supp. 415, 419 (J.P.M.L. 1991) ("The heyday of individual adjudication of asbestos mass tort lawsuits has long passed."). Further, see Jenkins v. Raymark Indus., Inc., 109 F.R.D. 269, 271-72 (E.D. Tex. 1985) (remarking, upon certifying a class of asbestos plaintiffs, that commonality depends on whether a more economical outcome will result), aff'd, 782 F.2d 468, 472 (5th Cir. 1986) (affirming the district court's certification by holding that commonality requires only that common questions affect a substantial number of class members).
are responsible only when a specific plaintiff proves, after full due process of law, that a specific defendant is liable for specific damages.\textsuperscript{12} It is this inherent and long-standing conflict among tort rationales—compensation versus deterrence and efficiency versus fairness—that generates much of the ideological heat currently consuming mass tort discourse.

C. Reality: The Existence of Varied Mass Torts

One of the dangers in mass tort analysis is to treat all mass torts as fungible. In reality, although basically one model of procedural rules applies to all torts, there are numerous models of acceptable procedures for mass torts.\textsuperscript{13} A number of taxonomies have been proposed to identify the characteristics driving the variation in mass torts.\textsuperscript{14} These taxonomies focus on whether: (1) the plaintiffs are known or unknown, and there is a large or small number of them;\textsuperscript{15} (2) the defendants are known or unknown, and there is a large or small number of them;\textsuperscript{16} (3) the event

\textsuperscript{12} For a discussion of the concepts of "specific" and "general" deterrence, see CALABRESI, supra note 7, at 26-31. For a discussion of individual deterrence in the context of mass torts, see the various cases on the issue of the consolidation of multiple tort cases into one trial: Malcolm v. National Gypsum Co., 995 F.2d 346, 351-52 (2d Cir. 1993); In re Repetitive Stress Injury Litig., 11 F.3d 368, 373 (2d Cir. 1993); and Cain v. Armstrong World Indus., 785 F. Supp. 1448, 1455 (S.D. Ala. 1992). See also Sheila L. Birnbaum & Gery E. Crawford, Consolidated Cases Raise Fairness Issues, NAT'L L.J., July 12, 1993, at 18 (claiming that the consolidation of mass torts is problematic because the parties are treated categorically rather than individually).

\textsuperscript{13} Probably the best example of procedural tailoring in this context is found in the MANUAL FOR COMPLEX LITIGATION (SECOND) § 10 (1985), and its successor, the MANUAL FOR COMPLEX LITIGATION (THIRD) (Tentative Draft No. 2, 1994). See McGovern, supra note 2, at 448 (describing the different procedural approaches of the first and second editions of the Manual for Complex Litigation).

\textsuperscript{14} See Commission on Mass Torts, Am. Bar Ass'n, Revised Final Report and Recommendations of the Commission on Mass Torts, in REPORT TO THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES 5-6 (1989) [hereinafter Revised Final Report] (proposing the classification of mass torts based on the nature of the tort: single event catastrophes, traditional products liability cases, and toxic tort cases); Hensler & Peterson, supra note 10, at 1031-50 (asserting that the variation in mass torts is due to factual and legal issues, special risk profiles, risk of future injury, and conflicting interests); Francis E. McGovern, Models for Managing Mass Tort and Insurance Coverage Litigation, Introduction to MANAGING COMPLEX LITIGATION 1, 5 (ABA Tort & Ins. Practice Section 1992) (suggesting that mass torts be classified on the basis of liability, specific causation, value, and funding); McGovern, supra note 4, at 3-4 (identifying the nature of the following factors as particularly influential in the case management of a mass tort: the plaintiffs, the defendants, the toxic substance involved, the environment, the damage, the location, and the law).

\textsuperscript{15} Are the plaintiffs readily identified and relatively small in number, as in an aircraft crash, or are they diffuse and large in number, such as in exposure to asbestos; are they present claimants, claimants with long injury-latency periods, or future claimants; are they in between these extremes? See WEINSTEIN, supra note 6, at 16 (recognizing that small- and medium-scale disasters with readily identifiable plaintiffs must be handled differently than massive disasters with long latency periods).

\textsuperscript{16} Are the defendants readily identified and limited in number, such as the manufacturer of the Bork-Shiley heart valve, see id. at 88 (noting that there are few putative defendants in heart valve cases), or are they difficult to determine and large in number, as in DES?, See, e.g., Sindell v. Abbott Labs., 607 F.2d 924, 925 (Cal.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 912 (1980). Are they a combination?
resulting in harm is single or multiple; 17 (4) the liability is known or unknown; 18 (5) the specific causation is known or unknown; 19 (6) the value of the case is known or unknown; 20 and (7) the funding for liability is known or unknown. 21 Interspersed among all of these factors are the litigation strategies used by plaintiffs’ lawyers, defendants, insurance carriers, and courts.

II. The Consensus Case Management Approach for Certain Mass Torts

The judicial system has handled, without major difficulty, mass torts involving discrete disasters, such as aircraft crashes, building collapses, and train wrecks. 22 The process generally has involved consolidation for pretrial purposes, coordination of federal and state cases, the use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) procedures for an individual or a global settlement, and if necessary, the trial of test cases. 23

Mass torts involving traditional products liability scenarios—carburetor design defects, automobile tire defects, four-wheeler rollovers—have likewise presented few problems in resolution. 24 Courts typically have used either the model described above for discrete disasters or have treated large numbers of traditional products liability cases like other torts, perhaps

17. Was the event discrete in time and place, as in the Hyatt Skywalk case, In re Fed. Skywalk Case, 680 F.2d 1175 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 988 (1982), or were there many events at different times and places, such as the tobacco cases? Was there a combination of the above?

18. To what extent is liability clear, as in an aircraft crash, or hotly contested, as in the breast implant litigation? See Shari Roan, Women Caught in Middle of Breast Implant Debate, L.A. TIMES, Mar. 8, 1994, at 1 (discussing the debate over liability in the breast implant cases).

19. See WEINSTEIN, supra note 6, at 16-19 (grouping types of injuries on the basis of many criteria including whether causation is clear or unclear). Is the actual cause of an individual plaintiff’s harm known, as in a building-fire case, or contested, as in many Bendectin cases? See, e.g., Turpin v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, 959 F.2d 1349 (6th Cir. 1992) (addressing issues of causation in a Bendectin case).

20. Are the value of cases generally established, as in already litigated cases such as the asbestos litigation, or disputed, as in relatively new cases such as the silicone gel breast implant cases?

21. Is there sufficient money to pay all claims, as in the Swine Flu Vaccine case, see Malcolm Gladwell, AIDS Vaccine Dilemma: Who Pays If There Are Lawsuits, WASH. POST, Nov. 25, 1988, at C10 (noting that the federal government agreed to pay damages in all swine flu cases), or is there doubt as to the solvency of one or more defendants, as in the asbestos litigation? See Judge Clears Way for Suits Against Asbestos Companies, MIAMI HERALD, Jan. 6, 1983, at 17A (reporting that Johns-Manville filed for protection from creditors under the Bankruptcy Code). Is insurance coverage immediately available or is insurance coverage in dispute in parallel litigation of long duration?

22. See Revised Final Report, supra note 14, at 7 (noting that these mass torts have posed few problems for the judicial system).

23. See William W Schwarzer et al., Judicial Federalism in Action: Coordination of Litigation in State and Federal Courts, 78 VA. L. REV. 1689, 1690-1704 (1992) (examining specific instances in which these techniques have been used).

24. See Revised Final Report, supra note 14, at 7-9 (noting that traditional products liability litigation rarely raises difficult causation issues).
streamlining the pretrial process by using discovery from other cases or consolidating small numbers of cases for trial.\textsuperscript{25}

III. Mass Torts That Are Not Suitable for the Consensus Case Management Approach

To comprehend why some mass torts present substantial case management difficulties for the litigation system, it is necessary to refine our appreciation of mass torts beyond a mere taxonomy. What makes a tort evolve into a mass tort? Once it does, is there a distinction among mass torts that assists us in making appropriate case management decisions? Answers to these inquiries lie in two concepts: elasticity and maturity. Torts that are elastic\textsuperscript{26} have the potential to become mass torts. Whether they will depend not only on their facts and social and legal environment, but also, in large part, on the strategies of plaintiffs' counsel, defendants, and judges. Once a mass tort emerges, it may reach a level of maturity—when the outcomes of cases are generally predictable—that warrants different judicial management.\textsuperscript{27}

A. Elasticity: The Emergence of Problematic Mass Torts

There has been limited discussion in the legal literature about what makes some torts emerge into mass torts. At a basic level, there are at least four phases to a potential plaintiff's transformation into a full-fledged tort plaintiff: (1) the perception of a harm, (2) the perceived knowledge of compensability for that harm, (3) a desire to participate in the tort system, and (4) access or an opportunity to participate in the tort system without major impediments.

Roughly ten to twenty percent of the persons who suffer actionable harms actually enter the tort litigation process.\textsuperscript{28} Reasons for this low


\textsuperscript{26} The term "elastic" is used both in its common usage and economic sense. A tort is elastic if it can be expanded to include more plaintiff and more damage. Market share liability and damages for medical monitoring are examples of expansion of a tort to include more plaintiffs and more damages. At the same time, a tort is elastic to the extent that the number of cases that are filed (demand) rises as the transaction costs associated with each case (price) are reduced and the number of judicial case resolutions increases (supply). An example of an inelastic mass tort includes an aircraft crash case, in which the number of plaintiffs is limited regardless of how rapidly or inexpensively case are resolved. The asbestos litigation illustrates an elastic mass tort in which there appears to be larger numbers of filings when the velocity of case resolution is rapid and the transaction costs are low.

\textsuperscript{27} A mass tort reaches maturity when "there has been full and complete discovery, multiple jury verdicts, and a persistent vitality in the plaintiffs' intentions." Francis E. McGovern, Resolving Mature Mass Tort Litigation, 69 B.U. L. REV. 659, 659 (1989). For a discussion of maturity, see infra Part V. See generally McGovern, supra.

\textsuperscript{28} Hensler et al., supra note 8, at 110.
percentage include the lack or cost of information, a risk aversion to engaging in litigation, the valuation of privacy more than remuneration, a lack of serious harm, the availability of alternative avenues of compensation, and other idiosyncratic and systematic reasons.\textsuperscript{29}

Commentators have focused on the roles of the mass media, social networks, physician contacts, and plaintiff-oriented law firms in overcoming these inhibitions to entering the tort system.\textsuperscript{30} The more opportunities someone has to learn about a tort, the greater the chances are that the person will sue, particularly when the information comes from an authoritative source such as the government, medical community, or trusted personal associations.\textsuperscript{31} There is no doubt that advertising by plaintiffs' counsel also has had a major impact in informing potential plaintiffs of their opportunities for compensation.\textsuperscript{32}

At the same time, the publicity and volume of claims can overcome individual inhibitions related to privacy and risk aversion. If it appears that a large number of similarly situated individuals are making claims, wronged parties may see no downside, and perhaps may see an obligation, to pursue a malefactor in court.\textsuperscript{33}

Finally, there is the issue of access to the tort system. Before compensation is possible, a lawyer must accept the representation, and a legal forum must resolve the case. The strategic aspects of the concept of elasticity become critical in this regard, and the type of lawyer handling a case can often influence the resolution of the case. Plaintiffs' lawyers can be divided into four general categories: (1) boutique, (2) wholesale, (3) class action, and (4) new breed. Boutique lawyers generally follow the traditional paradigm for plaintiffs' lawyers. They select one case at a time, usually by referral from other lawyers; pursue only those cases that, through the potential for damages, can justify the expenditure of large transaction costs associated with individual discovery, trial, and appeal; and then move on to the next case. Under this model, a lawyer commonly takes only cases that have a potential value of over several hundred

\textsuperscript{29} See Glenn, supra note 8, at 70-76 (discussing the reasons that the injured fail to claim damages).

\textsuperscript{30} See Hinsler et al., supra note 8, at 164-72 (noting that in a study of people seeking damages, 70% claimed that the idea to seek compensation came from sources such as union leaders, employers, friends, relatives, neighbors, and other groups); Glenn, supra note 8, at 65-77 (finding societal forces such as family, physicians, and other groups to be a key factor in encouraging the initiation of a tort claim).

\textsuperscript{31} Glenn, supra note 8, at 67.

\textsuperscript{32} See, e.g., In re Application for the Discipline of Robert John Appert & Gerald Gordon Pyle, 315 N.W.2d 204, 206 (Minn. 1981) (discussing the distribution by 2 attorneys of 200 to 500 advertisement brochures resulting in at least 75 new Dalkon Shield cases for the attorneys).

\textsuperscript{33} Cf. Jack B. Weinstein, Ethical Dilemmas in Mass Tort Litigation, 88 NW. U. L. REV. 469, 547-49 (1994) (cautioning that a trial judge must carefully weigh the consequences of releasing information on mass torts to the public).
thousand dollars. Trial lawyers who are successful in achieving high awards for their clients generally find that both their inventory of cases and the rate of case resolution by settlement will increase in direct relation to their reputation. The reaction of most boutique plaintiffs' lawyers to their success has not been to increase their case load, but rather to remain the same size by using more stringent case-selection criteria. Historically, plaintiffs' firms have not grown to accommodate an increased volume and flow of cases.

Wholesale plaintiffs' lawyers deal in volume litigation. If larger numbers of similar cases can be found, then economies of scale will allow a lawyer to justify handling a larger inventory of cases. Due to the high risk of no recovery at the beginning stages of any mass tort case, and the high chances of success needed to justify the investment to support a large volume of cases, these lawyers tend to be free riders on the boutique lawyers' development of litigation. Nevertheless, their fee arrangements with clients are typically identical to those of the boutique lawyers. Wholesalers vary substantially: Some are pioneers in advancing the litigation by extensive discovery and trial, whereas others are free riders. Generally, the free-riding wholesalers are willing to resolve their cases by settlement and at a substantially reduced value compared to those wholesalers who are able to succeed at trial.

The class action category of plaintiffs' lawyers finds it origins in securities litigation. Class action lawyers typically have few individual clients, but attempt to preempt all unrepresented plaintiffs by having a

34. The overhead and incremental transaction costs for most plaintiffs' law firms that handle complex products liability cases are sufficiently high for low value cases to be uneconomical.
36. See John C. Coffee, Jr., The Regulation of Entrepreneurial Litigation: Balancing Fairness and Efficiency in the Large Class Action, 54 U. CHI. L. REV. 877, 911 (1987) (suggesting that it may be very profitable for an attorney to become a free rider on the plaintiff team's work in a class action).
37. An examination of the trial and settlement histories of various law firms in the Dalkon Shield and asbestos litigation illustrates this point. See generally PAUL BRODEUR, OUTRAGIOUS MISCONDUCT (1985); MORTON MINTZ, AT ANY COST: CORPORATE GREED, WOMEN, AND THE DALKON SHIELD (1985); RICHARD B. SOBOL, BENDING THE LAW: THE STORY OF THE DALKON SHIELD BANKRUPTCY (1991). Prior to filing for bankruptcy in August of 1985, A.H. Robins tried approximately 50 cases and settled approximately 10,000. McGovern, supra note 27, at 675-76. The bulk of the plaintiffs' firms that settled over 100 cases tried none. Prior to filing bankruptcy in 1982, Johns-Manville tried approximately 100 cases and settled approximately 3400 cases. BRODEUR, supra, at 4. Again, many firms that wholesaled cases engaged in no trials. On the other hand, a review of the trial and settlement data from both mass torts reveals that only a relatively small number of plaintiffs' firms that settled volumes of cases also engaged in trials.
38. The overlap in strategy and personalities is quite remarkable. In my experience as special master in the silicone gel breast implant litigation, I have noticed that roughly half of the counsel on the plaintiffs' steering committee have a history of litigating securities cases.
court certify a class action and appoint the lawyers to a leadership role. The tremendous investments of time and money by class action lawyers generally require a consortium to fund the litigation. If plaintiffs' counsel can obtain class action certification and thereby increase the amount in dispute, the defendant will be sufficiently averse to threats to its balance sheet and stock price that it will favor settlement. At the same time, plaintiffs' counsel often seek an alliance with a judge by agreeing to resolve the entire litigation if the judge will pressure the defendants to provide the desired funding. Class action lawyers are then compensated out of a settlement fund based on a court-determined formula. The major downside to the class action strategy is that if the case does not settle, lawyers without clients may receive little compensation.

In the last several years, a new breed of plaintiffs' firms has developed. Unlike the boutique or wholesale categories, this category of plaintiffs' lawyers is more prêt-à-porter—"ready to wear"—to use the clothing industry analogy. Generally, these firms followed the traditional paradigm until they confronted a mass tort. Rather than becoming more restrictive in case selection, however, these firms decided to accommodate their larger numbers of clients by expanding their size, particularly paralegal personnel. In addition to focusing on the values of individual cases, they concentrate on the flow rate of their cases, keeping the velocity of case resolution commensurate with their case intake. Some of these firms have even expanded nationally, using referrals and branch offices to enhance their ability to maintain and process extremely large numbers of cases. Their strategic model is eclectic. They will try individual cases to maximize value, recognizing the impact of one successful trial on their

39. See Alison Frankel, Et tu, Stan?, AM. LAW., Jan.-Feb. 1994, at 68, 69 (recounting the myth among some mass torts lawyers about one class action attorney who "forces his way into cases in which other lawyers have been toiling for years, then manages to get himself appointed to a leadership position").

40. The prime example of a tried class action is the Bendectin litigation, in which a settlement had been reached by counsel and then reversed on appeal. The ensuing trial resulted in a defense verdict. See Joseph Sanders, The Bendectin Litigation: A Case Study in the Life Cycle of Mass Tort, 43 HASTINGS L.J. 301, 362-72 (1992) (examining the procedural history of the Bendectin litigation as an example of how the judiciary rationed adjudicatory resources in mass tort actions); David Lauter, Bendectin Past Creating Furor, NAT'L L.J., July 30, 1984, at 1 (detailing the proposed $120 million settlement that attempted to cover both existing federal and state court cases and future claims).


remaining inventory. They will use consolidations and class actions to increase the flow rate of their cases, and they will take advantage of their success in using all of these techniques to attract new clients and develop new mass tort cases.

This neat, conceptual division of types of plaintiffs' counsel often falls apart in the real world. In multidistrict litigation (MDL), for example, there may be boutique, wholesale, class action, and new breed lawyers working together to pursue discovery. The history of infighting among these types of lawyers, however, confirms the usefulness of these distinctions.

New breed plaintiffs' lawyers interested in developing a mass tort case follow a completely different strategy than the boutique lawyers, and in doing so, they implicate the concept of elasticity. What new breed lawyers care about is not just maximizing the value of each case individually, but maximizing the number of claimants they can aggregate and thereby increasing the total number and value of all of their cases. They are looking for ways to make the tort more elastic by expanding the bounds of liability, causation, and damages; by simplifying and expediting procedures; and by increasing the number of claimants and thereby increasing the total value of the claims. Although traditional plaintiffs' counsel also attempt to increase the value of each claim through a similar strategy, they do not focus on the aggregate number of claimants as a vehicle for increasing claim value.

Some aspects of this elasticity strategy are obvious. First is the plaintiffs' lawyers attempt to expand legally actionable torts. They try to expand duties by arguing for strict liability in tort, a continuing duty to warn, a duty to warn downstream consumers, a duty as a successor corporation, a duty as a component part manufacturer, a duty as a

43. See Deborah R. Hendler & Mark A. Peterson, Understanding Mass Personal Injury Litigation: A Socio-Legal Analysis, 59 Brook. L. Rev. 961, 1043 (1993) (stating that a firm's portfolio of cases will gain value if the firm's lead cases in an area of law are successful).

44. See Alison Frankel, supra note 39, at 68 (describing the infighting among members of the plaintiffs' bar over the merits of resolving mass torts with class actions); W. John Moore, "Master of Disaster" Builds Reputation for Mega-Settling, Legal Times, Apr. 1, 1985, at 1, 7 (discussing the criticism by several plaintiffs' attorneys of another plaintiffs' attorney for his case management and settlement policies).

45. See Barker v. Lull Eng'g Co., 573 P.2d 443, 443, 457 (Cal. 1978) (imposing strict liability for a tort caused by a faulty high-lift loader).


47. See Sterling Drug, Inc. v. Yarrow, 408 F.2d 978, 992 (8th Cir. 1969) (holding that drug manufacturers have a duty to warn consumers of potential harm).


bulk supplier, and an expanded duty as an insurer. They attempt to expand concepts of causation by arguing for market share liability, proportional recovery, presumed causation through exposure, and emerging science. They also argue for expanded recovery of damages for fear, for the risk of future harm, for the cost of medical monitoring, and for punitive damages. This attempted expansion occurs while plaintiffs' lawyers argue to minimize the scope of defenses, such as statutes of limitations, statutes of repose, and contributory negligence. The strategy, in other words, is to promote liability, causation, and damages that are not individually dependent, that apply to large numbers of people at the same time, and that can be proven by large numbers of people at the same time.

Second, according to this elasticity strategy, mass tort plaintiffs' counsel seek to develop facts that will support aggregation and apply to large numbers of claimants. They do not want to focus on individual

50. See In re Breast Implant Cases, No. 2754-0000 (Cal. Super. Ct. Nov. 23, 1994) (order regarding Dow Corning's motion for summary judgment) (holding that a bulk supplier of silicone can be liable for the damage caused by the manufacture of breast implants).
54. See Borel v. Fibreboard Paper Prods. Corp., 493 F.2d 1076, 1094 (5th Cir. 1973) (holding that each of the defendants who exposed the plaintiff to asbestos could be held liable, despite the impossibility of determining which exposure caused the injury), cert. denied, 419 U.S. 869 (1974).
59. See Wangen v. Ford Motor Co., 294 N.W.2d 457 (Wis. 1980) (allowing punitive damages for malicious, willful, or wanton conduct in reckless disregard of rights or interests).
60. See Wilson v. Johns-Manville Sales Corp., 684 F.2d 111, 112 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (holding that the development of one asbestos-related disease does not trigger the statute of limitations on other, subsequently developed asbestos-related diseases).
61. See Lankford v. Sullivan, Long & Hagerty, 416 So. 2d 996, 1004 (Ala. 1982) (striking down a statute that barred products liability claims involving products that had been used for more than 10 years).
62. See Murray v. Fairbanks Morse, 610 F.2d 149 (3d Cir. 1979) (applying pure comparative fault in a strict liability suit).
differences, such as individual causation, but would rather focus on issues of defendant culpability and general causation.

Finally, the most fertile aspect of this elasticity strategy has been procedural. Plaintiffs have had significant success in lowering the financial and legal barriers to accessing courts. Some courts allow the multiple plaintiffs to have multiple cases brought with one filing fee.\textsuperscript{63} Efficient pretrial discovery reduces the plaintiffs’ counsel’s transaction costs.\textsuperscript{64} Liberal discovery rules allow the extended development of evidence,\textsuperscript{65} and most importantly, aggregation of cases for discovery and trial greatly reduces transaction costs.\textsuperscript{66}

\textsuperscript{63} See 28 U.S.C. § 1914 (1988) (requiring a $120 filing fee to institute a civil action, with no express limit on the number of plaintiffs that can be included in the action); CAL. GOV’T CODE § 26820.4 (West 1988 & Supp. 1995) ("The total fee for filing of the first paper in a civil action or proceeding in the superior court . . . shall be one hundred eighty-two dollars ($182).") There are, however, examples of courts requiring larger fees in single actions that name numerous plaintiffs. See Abbey v. A.C. & S., Inc., No. C-93-2813, slip op. at 2 (N.D. Cal. 1993) (ordering the dismissal of an action involving approximately 1000 asbestos claimants and stating that plaintiffs could not "avoid the separate filing fees, venue and, perhaps, jurisdictional requirements by filing a single action that is really 1000 separate actions").

\textsuperscript{64} See, e.g., General Order No. 29 at 6, \textit{In re Complex Asbestos Litig.}, No. 828684 (Cal. Super. Ct. June 21, 1981) [hereinafter General Order No. 29] (requiring defendants in asbestos litigation to answer a standard set of interrogatories without waiting for a plaintiff to propound or serve them). Mandatory disclosure reduces plaintiff costs by not requiring plaintiffs to incur the time and expense of serving interrogatories on the defendants in each case. The use of standard interrogatories also reduces costs for the defendants because the parties can settle into a "system" of answering the same questions—i.e., word-processor, boilerplate answers—without worrying about an array of questions from case to case that would require the time and cost of investigating facts to support the answers. General orders also reduce costs by setting limits on the amount of discovery the parties can pursue—for example, limits on the number of interrogatories to be propounded and the length of depositions. See General Order No. 22, \textit{In re Los Angeles Asbestos Litig.}, No. C700000 (Cal. Super. Ct. Sept. 15, 1989) (requiring the use of a standard set of interrogatories established by a general court order); General Order No. 26, \textit{In re Los Angeles Asbestos Litig.}, No. C700000 (Cal. Super. Ct. Sept. 15, 1989) (limiting the initial deposition of any plaintiff to three hours, with an additional thirty minute examination by each represented defendant).

\textsuperscript{65} The standard interrogatories under San Francisco Superior Court General Order No. 29 requires defendants to provide information regarding all asbestos-containing products with which they are associated, regardless of whether the particular plaintiff in the case was exposed to those products. General Order No. 29, supra note 64, at 12, 16-18. These types of discovery rules have allowed plaintiffs’ counsel to accumulate a library of general information regarding defendants and their asbestos-containing products that can be used in future litigation.

Other aspects of an elasticity strategy are not obvious. One such aspect arises in the trial strategy of plaintiffs and defendants. A fundamental difference between a tort and a mass tort is the existence of repetitive trials. Defendants generally have an advantage during the first trial regarding a particular product because of their superior knowledge of the product. Data suggests, however, that the advantage belongs to plaintiffs if a product is the subject of multiple trials. The reason is that defendants must be consistent regardless of the number of times a case is tried, whereas the plaintiffs can change their approach each time. The defendant is always the same and is, therefore, limited by inelastic constraints of internal and longitudinal consistency. The plaintiffs are different people and therefore, have the advantage of elasticity in their stories. If one trial story does not work, mass tort plaintiffs’ lawyers can use another story that may be more successful. Defendants, on the other hand, cannot afford to be caught making inconsistent arguments. Thus, the elasticity of trial strategy inherent in multiple trials gives another advantage to plaintiffs.

B. Containment: Defendant’s Response to Elasticity

Defendants traditionally have had two strategies in tort litigation. First, there is the stonewall, scorched-earth, war-of-attrition strategy that demands that each and every plaintiff must prove at trial each and every aspect of his respective case. If there is more than one case filed by different plaintiffs, then the strategy is to divide and conquer. The defendant’s goal is to raise transaction costs by making each plaintiff’s case as expensive and difficult as possible and by forcing each plaintiff to undergo the full rigors of the tort litigation system, thus deterring the filing of new cases and preventing a tort from evolving into a mass tort.

This strategy works well unless a critical mass of plaintiffs’ counsel file cases. If a sufficient number of plaintiffs can spread the costs and share the fruits of discovery, then the defendant can be hoisted on its own petard. The combination of multiple plaintiffs’ efforts increases the possibility of developing evidence adverse to the defendant and dramatically

67. See Francis E. McGovern, The Cycle of Mass Tort Litigation (May 1990) (unpublished manuscript, on file with the Texas Law Review) (discussing the defendant’s many advantages at the initial stage of mass tort litigation, including a monopoly over information).
68. Id. at 3.
69. Id. at 11. Rules of evidence and the doctrine of issue preclusion serve to lock a defendant into a consistent position for subsequent litigation. See, e.g., CAL. EVID. CODE §§ 1222, 1290-1292 (West 1966) (allowing the admission of former testimony); 18 CHARLES A. WRIGHT ET AL., FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE § 4416, at 137-38 (1991) (discussing the elements of issue preclusion).
70. Robert L. Rabin, A Sociological History of the Tobacco Tort Litigation, 44 STAN. L. REV. 833, 858 (1992) (explaining that the tobacco litigation was ideal for a stonewall defense).
decreases the plaintiffs' transaction costs. Plaintiffs' counsel who share information and spread their costs ultimately will have an advantage over this defense strategy.\footnote{71}

The second traditional strategy for defendants in tort litigation has been settlement—either case-by-case or globally. If it is possible to settle cases, particularly if a defendant can obtain a confidentiality order protecting the amount of the settlement and the fruits of discovery or obtain an assurance by plaintiffs' counsel to cease bringing additional cases, then the visibility of the tort and the chances for a mass tort arising are reduced.\footnote{72} Unless a defendant achieves a global settlement, however, a substantial chance exists that settlements will encourage other plaintiffs to file suit, particularly if the tort is elastic and if plaintiffs think that they can receive compensation without the hassle and cost of trial.\footnote{73} In effect, a defendant pursuing this strategy may be buying more litigation. If the potential number of claimants becomes too large, the cost may render this strategy impossible.

The modern defense strategy in mass torts can best be described as containment. Recognizing that elasticity is the key to mass torts, defendants have begun to utilize multiple strategies—settle with key plaintiffs' counsel, litigate trials in favorable jurisdictions, conduct single-shot discovery in MDL, propose global settlements, and delay to buy time for legislative, judicial, or social-climate change.\footnote{74} The key to the containment strategy is timing—a recognition that the goal is to cut off an expansion of the mass tort at every avenue, to eliminate or reduce elasticity, and thus to utilize multiple tactics and techniques depending upon what works in each particular set of circumstances. The containment strategy has multiple facets that can be used simultaneously depending upon their respective efficiency.\footnote{75}

\footnote{71. See Baltimore Jury Renders $152M Verdict Against Celotex, ASBESTOS LITIG. REP., Mar. 17, 1989, at 18662, 18662-63 (Andrews Publications, Edgemont, Pa.) (describing a $152 million verdict won by two asbestos plaintiffs in Maryland).}

\footnote{72. See Seaman v. Pfizer, 9 Cal. Rptr. 2d 474, 479 (Ct. App. 1992) (noting that a manufacturer of heart valves paid millions to heart valve recipients and insisted on confidentiality agreements and protective orders in every settlement).}

\footnote{73. See Francis E. Mc Govern, The Alabama DDT Settlement Fund, LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS., Autumn 1990, at 61, 62 (noting that 10,000 new cases were filed against a DDT manufacturer after its first settlement).}


\footnote{75. See Michael D. Tomatz, Note, Prozac: Is It the Next Rising Giant in Products Liability?, 12 REV. LITIG., 705, 714, 710-14 (1993) (noting that by indemnifying doctors, maintaining product safety, and providing aid to prosecutors facing the Prozac defense, "Eli Lilly aggressively defended itself against what otherwise could have become an overwhelming wave of litigation"); Andrew Blum,
There are two other important considerations in the implementation of a defense strategy. First, when there are multiple defendants, there may not be a united strategic front. It may be impossible to pursue a stonewall approach when a similarly situated defendant is funding the plaintiffs' attorneys through settlements. Defendants simply may not be able to pursue an optimal and coherent strategy. Second, insurance issues may also hamper a defendant's ability to pursue an optimal defense strategy. Insurance carriers may, for example, inhibit a global settlement strategy by denying the necessary funds until an extended coverage dispute has been resolved. The carriers themselves may have so many unresolved disputes over coverage issues that they may demand individual proof or may free ride on another carrier's duty-to-defend responsibilities.

C. The "Mega" Mass Tort Dilemma

On occasion, a mass tort—such as the asbestos litigation—can become gigantic. This phenomenon occurs because of a confluence of factors that culminate in the recognition by the tort system that hundreds of thousands of persons have suffered compensable harms. Selectivity by plaintiffs' counsel is no longer a critical issue; virtually all cases are compensable under our tort law. Notwithstanding the unusual nature of this type of mass tort, its lessons tend to be used quite erroneously in other contexts. These torts are unique and need not taint our understanding of other mass

---

76. Effort to Shore Up Prozac: Drug Maker Mounts an Attack, NAT'L L.J., June 17, 1991, at 3 (focusing on Eli Lilly's untraditional defense strategy of attacking plaintiffs' lawyers for criticizing Prozac and supporting government attorneys attacking the Prozac defense in criminal trials); LeRoy Hersh, Prozac: Jumping on the Lilly Pad, LEGAL TIMES, Sept. 2, 1991, at 25 (attacking as a marketing ploy Eli Lilly's offer to provide legal representation to any doctor sued for prescribing Prozac); see also Milo Geyelin, Judge Weighs Sanctions in DuPont Case, WALL ST. J., Jan. 19, 1995, at B8 (reporting that DuPont faces sanctions for its strategy of withholding evidence and resisting discovery in the Hawaii Benlate litigation); James F. Miller & Milo Geyelin, DuPont's Defense in Benlate Litigation May Be Weakened by Case in Hawaii, WALL ST. J., Jan. 30 1995, at B8 (recounting plaintiffs' attorneys' belief that DuPont faces more litigation and higher damage awards as a result of its behavior in the Hawaii Benlate litigation).

77. The history of the asbestos litigation provides multiple examples of this phenomenon. See BRODIE, supra note 37, at 90-91 (describing the divide-and-conquer tactics of plaintiffs against asbestos defendants in the 1970s). An example of cooperation is illustrated by the so-called Wellington Facility described in Harry H. Wellington, Asbestos: The Private Management of a Public Problem, 33 CLEV. ST. L. REV. 375, 385-90 (1984-85) (proposing an "Asbestos Claims Facility" to consolidate the interests of asbestos producers and insurers and to provide an efficient alternative to litigation for injured parties).


79. See id. at 24-25 (explaining that two of Fibreboard's insurers came to an agreement to avoid the free-rider problem).
torts. Nevertheless, the question remains: How shall we accommodate such a large number of cases?

The strategies of plaintiffs' lawyers and defendants understandably become extreme, particularly if bankruptcies are imminent and the end-game has begun. Plaintiffs' firms generally feel obliged to accommodate plaintiffs who have suffered compensable harms. If a plaintiffs’ firm was extremely selective in choosing its cases, another plaintiffs’ firm would take those that remained. The queue of plaintiffs at the courthouse is inevitable. Some plaintiffs' firms have reacted by filing cases in diverse geographical areas, spreading the judicial case load. Others have concentrated their cases in a small number of jurisdictions to move thousands of cases at a time through consolidated trials. Still others have tried class actions to resolve entire categories of cases at a time. When a tort is extremely elastic, the fundamental dilemma for plaintiffs' firms is: how can they (1) maximize the value of each claim, (2) maximize the value of all of their clients’ claims, and (3) prevent other plaintiffs’ firms from taking over their present and future cases? The lessons of sociobiology for surviving in a competitive environment are probably more helpful in guiding attorneys than the lessons of substantive tort law.

Litigators have adopted short- and long-term strategies to cope with this dilemma. Plaintiffs' firms generally have worked with the judiciary to develop efficient mechanisms for resolving large numbers of cases for their litigation value. Defendants have been as concerned about the rate of case resolution as about case value. Companies that, if

79. See John A. Siliciano, Mass Torts: The Case Against the Special Case, 80 CORNELL L. REV. (forthcoming 1995) (suggesting that the problem with asbestos claims is that courts have failed to follow the ground rules of the traditional tort system, due to the vast number of claimants).


81. Although there is limited money available, the larger the number of cases a plaintiffs’ lawyer has, the larger a percentage of the pie that lawyer will still get. Also, as in the asbestos litigation, not all defendants go bankrupt—there were still some viable asbestos defendants, so the larger the number of plaintiffs, the more money a plaintiffs’ lawyer gets.


83. See, e.g., Lindsey v. Dow Corning Corp. (In re Silicone Gel Breast Implant Prods. Liab. Litig.), No. CV 94-P-11558-8, 1994 WL 578353, at *2 (N.D. Ala. Sept. 1, 1994) (addressing a breast implant product liability case in which over 380,000 settlement packages were mailed); Georgine v. Amchem Prods., Inc., 157 F.R.D. 246, 261 (E.D. Pa. Aug. 16, 1994) (resolving an asbestos class action with "many tens of thousands of class members").

84. See generally J.H. Becketrom, EVOLUTIONARY JURISPRUDENCE 20-22 (1989) (discussing how the empirical research of sociobiology helps to overcome the practical limitations of the law).

85. Abate, slip op. at 17.
provided sufficient time, might be able to accommodate the resolution of a certain number of claims may not be able to withstand the pressures of rapid resolution.

The class action device has epitomized the longer-term approach. When a tort is elastic, there is an incentive for one or more plaintiffs' firms to file a preemptive class action that will provide global peace. There is also an incentive for defendants to find plaintiffs who will agree to such a "global peace" class action. This type of class action serves multiple purposes. Aside from affording predictability, it changes control of the litigation from multiple plaintiffs' firms to the class action leadership and provides an opportunity to devise an alternative mechanism for resolving the cases in the litigation queue—it also impacts the due process rights of the participants. The current status of the asbestos litigation reflects the short- and long-term dilemmas associated with the mega mass tort.

IV. The Judicial Transition: From Umpire to Manager to Player

What should the appropriate role for the judge be in confronting mass torts? The traditional model of the judge as an umpire, ruling on the issues as they are served by the adversaries, has been criticized as too limited. An alternative approach—the judge as a manager—has been suggested as superior. In this latter role, the judge should actively learn the details of the litigation and channel the efforts of the court and counsel to resolve the litigation more efficiently.

86. See John C. Coffee, Jr., Class Wars: The Corruption of the Class Action and What Can Be Done About It, 80 CORNELL L. REV. (forthcoming 1995) (examining the incentives of plaintiffs' attorneys to file a class action in a mass tort case).
87. See Francis E. McGovern, Foreword to Symposium, Claims Resolution Facilities and the Mass Settlement of Mass Torts, LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS., Autumn 1990, at 1, 1 (addressing the "mechanisms . . . developed to dispense funds to resolve mass tort litigation").
88. As previously indicated, however, asbestos appears to be an aberration, although the potential exists for other mass torts, such as tobacco and silicone gel breast implant litigation, to become mega mass torts. If this does happen, the pressure on the tort system will become even more intense. McGovern, supra note 9 (questioning whether the tort system will be able to handle more mass torts).
90. See, e.g., Peckham, supra note 89, at 770 (asserting that there is a correlation between a court's efficiency and active judicial management); Rubin, supra note 89, at 138-40 (discussing the benefits of judicial management); Schwarzer, supra note 89, at 408 ("Judicial intervention will help ensure that controversies will be litigated . . . as justly, speedily and inexpensively as possible.").
In the context of mass torts, however, some judges have become more than managers and are, indeed, players. They have done so not because of any explicit decision on the judge’s part, but by necessity, because any decision or nondecision by the judge has external ramifications on the issue of elasticity.\textsuperscript{91} To make the situation even more complex, judges are often not aware of the effects of their decisions on the elasticity of mass torts. They simply do not have mechanisms for knowing what is happening in the larger context of a given mass tort.

Some judges, in fact, are conditioned not to look beyond the issue before them and not to think at all about the next series of issues that may arise. Indeed, some of the effects of judicial decisions in mass torts are counterintuitive. For example, in traditional torts, setting a case for trial is generally accepted as the surest way to encourage the parties to settle and to resolve that case. In the context of the silicone gel breast implant cases, that judicial strategy arguably backfired. There was a global opt-out class action settlement negotiated under the auspices of the MDL.\textsuperscript{92} Plaintiffs who decided to participate in the settlement resolved their cases by agreeing to payments based on a standardized grid to be paid out of a common fund.\textsuperscript{93} Plaintiffs who decided to opt out, however, agreed to proceed through the normal tort system, predominantly in state court.\textsuperscript{94} A review of the silicone gel class action reveals a high correlation between a judge’s history of setting cases for trial while the proposed settlement was being negotiated and the number of parties who opted out. Jurisdictions that had trials or cases set for trial were the ones in which most of the opt-outs occurred.\textsuperscript{95} In retrospect, this outcome seems obvious. Plaintiffs’ lawyers who thought they could resolve cases more quickly in a given court tended to stay in that court. The net effect of a court’s “efficiency” in setting early trial dates was to generate more cases and a longer docket for that court.

Baltimore’s experience with the asbestos litigation provides an example of this phenomenon. Until 1980, Maryland devoted a small amount of

\textsuperscript{91} These ramifications play themselves out in any number of contexts. A decision on a substantive or procedural legal decision in one court will inevitably impact another court’s decision-making process. On a more subtle level, a series of decisions that result in a large settlement may affect the ability of other judges to settle their cases if the settlement exhausts available financial resources.


\textsuperscript{93} See id. at 7-8 (reviewing the compensation program for settling plaintiffs).

\textsuperscript{94} See id. at 11 (considering the opt-out rights provided in the settling agreement).

\textsuperscript{95} See, e.g., Letter from Francis E. McGovern, Special Master, National Center for State Courts, to Hon. Peter M. Lowry, Texas District Court for the 261st District (Mar. 16, 1995) (on file with the Texas Law Review) (listing the plaintiffs with cases in Texas state court who opted out of the federal silicone gel breast implant settlement).
judicial resources to asbestos litigation, resulting in a backlog of over 2000 cases. The trial court then decided to adopt an innovative, common-issue trial so that individual cases could be streamlined. This decision encouraged plaintiffs' counsel to file an additional 6500 cases, most of which probably would not have been filed absent the common-issue trial, and it raised the stakes for the defendants—an adverse verdict in 8 cases is one thing, but an adverse verdict in 8500 cases creates a risk that is hard to accept, even if the verdict is eventually reversed on appeal. Thus, by attempting to accommodate the cases that had been filed, the trial court created an elastic procedure that invited massive additional filings. If you build a super-highway, there will be a traffic jam.

There is no way for a court to avoid being a player in an elastic mass tort. By accommodating cases, a judge increases the elasticity of the mass tort. By being more rigid, the court decreases elasticity. In either event, the judge is a player. In Dallas, the faster the courts resolved their asbestos cases, the more cases were filed. When the courts indicated that they would process a fixed level of cases, the filings stabilized to meet that level, and filings increased in other parts of Texas. In Philadelphia, filings increased steadily until the courts provided disincentives for filing through rulings on statutes of limitations and the disability requirement.

Judges use two predominant approaches to deal with mass torts. The first and more traditional approach is to view each case discretely, thus ignoring the effects of cases on one another. The second approach, the management approach, is to learn all aspects of the litigation and develop a comprehensive management plan to resolve the cases in an orderly manner.

Both approaches have strengths and weaknesses. The traditional approach promotes the tort-law value of individual treatment. Regardless of the judge's intention, however, isolated judicial decisions inevitably have effects on the other cases addressing the mass tort. Thus, a judge can easily exacerbate the problem by ignoring the realities of the mass tort

97. Id. at 17-19.
98. Id. at 13.
99. I base this information on several conversations I have had with state judges, plaintiffs' lawyers, and defense lawyers in Texas.
101. See Resnik, supra note 89, at 383-86 (describing a judge's traditional role as involving little initiative or participation by the judge prior to trial).
102. See id. at 378 (describing the new role assumed by judges during the pretrial phase).
103. See supra note 91.
world. In addition, counsel for plaintiffs and defendants typically encourage those judges who are favorable to their particular strategic position to make even more extreme decisions. In this manner, judge-shopping has developed into a fine art, and the incentives for judges to be viewed as gurus of mass torts have become strong.

Both federal and state judges have gone to great lengths to fulfill their roles under the judicial management approach. The MDL judges have established ad hoc information-sharing mechanisms with state judges, and state judges have created institutions to enable them to communicate among themselves. In addition, federal and state judges have sought to expand their information-gathering techniques in other ways to appreciate the realities of pending mass torts.

The management model, however, also has problems in its implementation. The litigation paradigm of information-gathering and decisionmaking is generally viewed as conducive to gross policymaking. Attempting to resolve a complex social problem with courts rather than with legislatures is viewed as counterproductive. Judges who take it upon themselves to control a mass tort and achieve a global solution, at least outside of bankruptcy, have been subject to substantial criticisms. The rules of civil procedure were arguably not designed to contemplate this type of litigation resolution. Numerous proposals have been made to empower judges to mandate global solutions, but these proposals have been successfully opposed by both plaintiffs and defendants.

V. Maturity: A Judicial Solution to Problematic Mass Torts

A third emerging judicial strategy focuses on the concept of maturity. This approach assumes that a life cycle exists for mass torts—mass torts go through various stages in their evolution—and that different judicial strategies should be used at different stages of the life cycle. At the early
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104. Schwarzer et al., supra note 23, at 1689-90.
105. For example, I have been appointed as a special master in the silicone gel breast implant litigation to coordinate between the MDL transferee judge and the state trial judges.
107. Weinstein, supra note 6, at 120-21.
109. See, e.g., Revised Final Report, supra note 14, at 25-26 (urging Congress to authorize a judicial panel to direct that some or all individual actions arising in mass tort litigation be consolidated before a federal court empowered to resolve all issues); AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE, COMPLEX LITIGATION PROJECT § 6, at 292-93 (1992) (proposing that transferee courts have “full power to manage and organize the consolidated proceeding so as to promote its just, efficient, and fair resolution”).
110. See McGovern, supra note 67, at 2-4 (reviewing the stages of the cycle of mass tort litigation).
stages of the litigation, judges should take a more traditional approach; at the later stages, once the full dimensions of the tort are recognized, a more activist model is appropriate.

By adopting this third strategy, judges may help alleviate many of the pressures that mass torts place on the judicial system. If a judge can identify the life-cycle pattern of a mass tort, then he can develop alternative methods for standardizing the disposition of large numbers of cases. These alternative methods would avoid problems associated with a long queue of personal injury disputes displacing other cases in the judicial system.

The cyclical theory of mass tort litigation contemplates an initial stage in the litigation during which there are inherent advantages for the defendant in available resources, information, law, strategy, and public opinion. Plaintiffs’ attorneys attempting to establish liability for a mass-produced product face substantial difficulties in locating the documents, expertise, and information necessary to present a cogent and compelling case of liability to a jury. At the same time, there are often legal barriers to establishing liability; the law may not be receptive to the particular circumstances of a newly alleged tort. The defendant, on the other hand, has a virtual monopoly on information and expertise, has a major incentive to devote sufficient resources to defending the product, and can develop a superior strategy to present its story to a factfinder. During this initial stage of the cycle, the defendant tends to win the cases it chooses to try and is often able to settle lawsuits quietly with little impact on other cases.111 Plaintiffs have to be particularly tenacious to overcome these barriers and establish the vitality of their claims.

If, however, the plaintiffs are able to achieve success, either by jury verdicts or major settlements, the cycle proceeds into a second phase. Here, the plaintiffs have the advantage. Their success suggests that they have discovered sufficient information and expertise to present a credible case on liability, causation, and damages; have surmounted legal obstacles or made new, more favorable law; and have developed a second-generation offensive strategy to counter the previously successful approach of the defense.112 This shift in momentum drives all parties to excess. Once there is a popular consensus that a particular series of outcomes is inevitable, a herd instinct generates an overabundance of support for those outcomes. The pendulum eventually swings much further than is warranted by the rational circumstances. The most significant ramification of

111. See Rosenberg, supra note 80, at 711 (noting that defendants may attempt to expedite weaker claims and delay the stronger ones in an effort to construct a string of precedent-setting favorable verdicts).

this second phase is the creation of a heightened demand for litigation: filings of new cases increase dramatically.\textsuperscript{113} Although the newly created backlog of litigation does not affect the outcomes of the second-phase litigation, it creates substantial pressures on the defendant during subsequent phases in the litigation process.

Typically, a third phase in the cycle develops as the plaintiffs' attorneys push the envelope of viability of existing cases and select new, marginal cases to litigate.\textsuperscript{114} At the same time, the defendant develops its second-generation defensive strategy to overcome its earlier lack of success and launches a counterattack on unfavorable law, evidence, and public opinion.\textsuperscript{115} As a result, the defendant has proportionately more success in the third phase than in the second. Even if a liability finding seems preordained by the plaintiffs' previous success, plaintiffs may receive lower verdict amounts.\textsuperscript{116}

The theory suggests that although subsequent cycles do occur, depending on the idiosyncrasies of the particular litigation, eventually a rough equilibrium of case values ensues as the cases become more routinized and the parties' contentions become more defined.\textsuperscript{117} As the law, procedure, evidence, strategy, and public perception stabilize, the case outcomes and values proceed more asymptotically. Eventually, the litigation becomes a mature mass tort. A mass tort reaches maturity when

there has been full and complete discovery, multiple jury verdicts, and a persistent vitality in the plaintiffs' intentions. Typically at the mature stage, little or no new evidence will be developed, significant appellate review of any novel legal issues has been concluded, and at least one full cycle of trial strategies has been exhausted.\textsuperscript{118}

Once a mass tort has matured, the second judicial strategy of case management has a substantially greater chance of acceptability and success.\textsuperscript{119} Sufficient information is available, even in the litigation process, to make informed decisions, and a greater chance exists that the affected public will receive global resolutions more favorably.

\textsuperscript{113} THOMAS E. WILLING, TRENDS IN ASBESTOS LITIGATION 118-19 (1987) (stating that the asbestos cases filed in all federal district courts jumped from 272 in 1978 to 1450 in 1980).

\textsuperscript{114} See Asbestos Coalition Falling Apart, NAT'L L.J., Apr. 25, 1988, at 3 (discussing the difficulties that arose when plaintiffs whose disability or cause of action was more unclear or questionable than past plaintiffs began to file claims).


\textsuperscript{116} See Rosenberg, supra note 1, at 897-98 (noting that the potential recovery from both settlements and verdicts in mass tort cases diminishes with time).

\textsuperscript{117} See Rosenberg, supra note 80, at 697.

\textsuperscript{118} McGovern, supra note 27, at 659.

\textsuperscript{119} See id. at 688-94 (listing the advantages of using alternative steps to resolving mature mass torts).
The suggestion here is that judges adopt multiple strategies for coping with mass torts as a temporal phenomenon, letting the marketplace of litigation play out in the early stages and using more comprehensive case management techniques as the mass tort matures. As is the case with any blanket recommendation, there are interstices that need attention. The Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation and analogous state entities locate potential mass torts early in their life cycle in order to consolidate pretrial discovery.\textsuperscript{120} Generally, judges who have been assigned as transferee courts have felt the obligation to resolve the entire litigation quickly by themselves in a one-riot, one-Ranger mode.\textsuperscript{121} If the theory of the life cycle of mass torts is correct, early resolution may perpetuate a distorted version of a mass tort. The original concept of trying single cases even under the rubric of the MDL is still current among some judges. They appear to feel that more information concerning the nature of the litigation is necessary before any global solution can be proposed. At the same time, some judges feel that class action aggregation may fundamentally change the nature of the tort.\textsuperscript{122}

On the other hand, the desire of some plaintiffs' counsel and defendants to obtain early closure to a mass tort or a potential mass tort can lead to successfully negotiated settlements.\textsuperscript{123} This is also consistent with the approach of MDL, interstate coordination, and intrastate management. The marketplace of negotiation has a role parallel to that of the marketplace of litigation in the life of a lawsuit. However, premature global resolutions can be problematic. First, there is the "control freak" phenomenon. If, in an effort to bring peace to a mass tort conflict, politically and legally unacceptable pressure is put on the participants, there is the potential of a prolonged and volatile tail to the tort.\textsuperscript{124} Second, there is the problem of unrealistic expectations. If large numbers of persons have expectations that are radically different from the reality of the litigation, there is also the potential for longer-term dislocation.\textsuperscript{125} Third,

\textsuperscript{120} Manual for Complex Litigation (Third) \S 31 (Tentative Draft No. 2, 1994).

\textsuperscript{121} See, e.g., Peter H. Schuck, The Role of Judges in Settling Complex Cases: The Agent Orange Example, 53 U. Chi. L. Rev. 337, 351 (1986) (describing Judge Jack Weinstein's aggressive approach to the Agent Orange litigation, which he "propelled . . . toward trial [and] self-consciously reshaped").

\textsuperscript{122} See, e.g., In re Rhone-Poulenc Rorer Inc., No. 94-3912, 1995 WL 116310, at *5 (7th Cir. Mar. 16, 1995) (granting mandamus to decertify a class action by hemophiliacs against blood supply companies because of "the sheer magnitude of the risk to which the class action, in contrast to the individual actions pending or likely" would expose the defendants).

\textsuperscript{123} See Claudia MacLachlan, Fernald Pact Reaches for a Price, Nat'l L.J., Aug. 8, 1994, at A12 (reviewing a settlement involving the Fernald nuclear power plant); Julie G. Shoop, Breast Implant Settlement Gains Approval, TRIAL, Nov. 1994, at 112 (reporting the approval of the settlement of the silicone gel breast implant litigation).

\textsuperscript{124} See SOROL, supra note 37, at 327-42 (reviewing the lingering problems in the aftermath of the Dalkon Shield litigation).

\textsuperscript{125} See id. at 340 (noting that although the Dalkon Shield case "undoubtedly seemed endless to women waiting for relief, judged by the standards of major reorganization cases, the case was handled
the mere existence of a settlement fund may generate claims that would otherwise have remained dormant. It can turn a tort into a mass tort if the settlement does not withstand attack.\textsuperscript{126}

It has been suggested elsewhere that the dynamics for resolving mass torts go far beyond the traditional tort litigation process.\textsuperscript{127} Until, however, there are exogenous interventions, judges are all we have. It has also been suggested that the messiness of the common-law torts process is not necessarily bad, given the alternatives.\textsuperscript{128} Necessity is the mother of lots of inventions.